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SECTION 8
1. In page 11, to delete lines 19 and 20 and substitute the following:

“(9) In this section—

(a) ‘the establishment day’ has the same meaning as it has in section 2 
of the Act of 2014, and

(b) a reference to an ‘interlocutory application’ includes a reference to 
an  application  which  may be  made  under  any enactment  to  the 
Court of Appeal in criminal proceedings concerning the grant of a 
certificate of entitlement to legal aid.”.”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 9
2. In page 12, line 9, to delete “of the proceedings” and substitute the following:

“of  those  proceedings,  which  order  of  discontinuance  shall  be 
confined to the grounds upon which the Supreme Court granted leave 
to appeal”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 10
3. In page 12, between lines 20 and 21, to insert the following:

“President of Court of Appeal may issue practice directions
10. The Act of 1961 is amended by the insertion of the following section after section 7B 

(inserted by section 9 of the Court of Appeal Act 2014):

“7C. (1) In the interests of the administration of justice and the determination 
of proceedings in a manner which is  just,  expeditious and likely to 
minimise the cost of those proceedings—

(a) the President of the Court of Appeal sitting alone, or
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[SECTION 10]

(b) any other  judge of  the  Court  of  Appeal  sitting alone as  may be 
nominated for that purpose by the President of the Court of Appeal,

may,  subject  to  any practice  direction  issued  under  subsection  (2), 
make any order or give any direction he or she thinks appropriate in 
relation to the conduct of proceedings before the Court of Appeal.

(2) In the interests of the administration of justice and the determination 
of proceedings in a manner which is  just,  expeditious and likely to 
minimise the cost of those proceedings, the President of the Court of 
Appeal may issue directions (in this  section referred to as ‘practice 
directions’) in relation to the conduct of appeals or applications made 
to the Court of Appeal.

(3) A practice direction may relate to—

(a) civil or criminal proceedings, or both, or

(b) a class or classes of civil or criminal proceedings, or both,

and  may  make  provision  for  such  incidental,  supplementary  and 
consequential matters, including in respect of a failure to comply with 
any matter provided for in a direction, as appear to the President of the 
Court of Appeal to be necessary or expedient for the purposes of the 
direction.

(4) A practice direction shall be published in such manner as the President 
of the Court of Appeal may direct.

(5) This section is without prejudice to any powers of the Court of Appeal 
in respect of proceedings before it.

(6) In this section—

‘appeal’ includes  a  cross-appeal  or  request  to  vary an  order  under 
appeal;

‘party’ includes a notice party or  a party permitted by the Court  of 
Appeal to intervene in proceedings.”.”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 11
4. In page 14, between lines 5 and 6, to insert the following:

“(d) in section 16 by the substitution of the following subsection for subsection 5:

“(5) Where more than one judicial office in the same court stands vacant, 
or in advance of more than one vacancy arising in the same court, at 
the request of the Minister, the Board shall submit to the Minister the 
name of each person who has informed the Board of his or her wish to 
be considered for appointment to judicial office and shall recommend 
to the Minister the names of three persons in respect of each vacancy, 
and will make public the reasons for recommending these names.”.”.
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[SECTION 11]

—Lucinda Creighton.

5. In page 15, between lines 4 and 5, to insert the following:

“(e) by the insertion of a new section after section 23:

“23A. The  Government  shall,  no  later  than  14  days  in  advance  of  their 
appointment, disclose a report indicating the reason it has recommended a 
person for appointment or promotion.”.”.

—Lucinda Creighton.

SECTION 13
6. In page 16, line 10, to delete “the sum of €200,000,” and substitute “the sum of €150,000,”.

—Mattie McGrath.

7. In page 16,  lines  13 and  14,  to  delete  “the  sum of  €177,803,”  and substitute  “the  sum of 
€120,000,”.

—Mattie McGrath.

SECTION 18
8. In page 17, line 35, to delete “7C.  It shall” and substitute “7D.  It shall”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 43
9. In page 28, to delete lines 24 to 27 and substitute the following:

“(i) by the insertion of the following subsection after subsection (3):

“(3A) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (3), an interlocutory 
application relating to an appeal before the Supreme Court or, unless 
the  appeal  itself  is  confined to  a  procedural  matter,  any procedural 
application or motion in the matter, may be heard and determined by—

(a) the Chief Justice sitting alone, or

(b) any other  judge  of  the  Supreme  Court  sitting  alone  as  may be 
nominated for that purpose by the Chief Justice.”,

(ii) in subsection (4), by the insertion of “or subsection (4) of section 1A” after 
“section 1”,

(iii) in subsection (5), by the insertion of “or subsection (4) of section 1A” after 
“section 1”,

(iv) by the insertion of the following subsections after subsection (5):

“(6) In the interests of the administration of justice and the determination 
of proceedings in a manner which is  just,  expeditious and likely to 
minimise the cost of those proceedings—

(a) the Chief Justice sitting alone, or

(b) any other  judge  of  the  Supreme  Court  sitting  alone  as  may be 
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[SECTION 43]

nominated for that purpose by the Chief Justice,

may,  subject  to  any practice  direction  issued  under  subsection  (7), 
make any order, or give any direction he or she thinks appropriate in 
relation to the conduct of proceedings before the Supreme Court.

(7) In the interests of the administration of justice and the determination 
of proceedings in a manner which is  just,  expeditious and likely to 
minimise the cost of those proceedings and, without prejudice to the 
generality of  Article  64  of  the  Constitution  and  the  powers  of  the 
Supreme Court in that regard, the Chief Justice may issue directions 
(in this section referred to as ‘practice directions’) in relation to the 
conduct of appeals or applications made to the Supreme Court.

(8) A practice direction may relate to—

(a) civil or criminal proceedings, or both, or

(b) a class or classes of civil or criminal proceedings, or both,

and  may  make  provision  for  such  incidental,  supplementary  and 
consequential matters, including in respect of a failure to comply with 
any matter provided for in a practice direction as appear to the Chief 
Justice to be necessary or expedient for the purposes of the direction.

(9) A practice  direction  under  this  section  shall  be  published  in  such 
manner as the Chief Justice may direct.

(10) Subject  to  subsection  (11),  the  following  applications  may  be 
determined by the Supreme Court otherwise than with an oral hearing:

(a) an application seeking leave to  appeal  against  a  decision  of  the 
Court  of  Appeal  or  the High Court,  as the case may be, (in this 
section referred to as ‘leave to appeal’);

(b) an application referred to in Article 64.3.3° of the Constitution;

(c) an application referred to in Article 64.4.1° of the Constitution.

(11) Where  the  Supreme  Court  considers  it  appropriate  to  do,  having 
considered the documents lodged in respect of an application referred 
to in subsection (10), it may direct that the application, or any matter 
arising on the application, be determined with an oral hearing.

(12) Where  the  Supreme  Court  directs  under  subsection  (11)  that  an 
application be determined with an oral hearing, the direction shall be 
published in such manner as the Chief Justice shall direct.

(13) Subject  to  subsections  (14)  and  (15),  the  determination  of  an 
application referred to in subsection (10) shall be published in such 
form and manner as the Chief Justice shall direct.

(14) Leave to appeal shall be granted by way of a certificate of the Supreme 
Court specifying the ground or grounds on which such appeal may be 
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[SECTION 43]

brought.

(15) Where  the  Supreme Court  determines  an  application  referred  to  in 
subsection (10), the Court shall state its reasons for the determination 
and such reasons may be stated briefly and in general terms.

(16) Where, upon application to it in that behalf by any party to an appeal 
against a decision of the High Court, the Supreme Court grants leave 
to appeal against the decision of the High Court, such grant of leave to 
appeal shall operate—

(a) where  an appeal  has  also been made to  the  Court  of  Appeal,  to 
discontinue the appeal proceedings before the Court of Appeal in 
respect  of  the grounds on which the Supreme Court  has granted 
leave to appeal, or

(b) where no appeal has, at the time of the grant of the leave to appeal, 
been made to the Court of Appeal, to preclude such an appeal being 
made to the Court of Appeal on those grounds.

(17) Subsections  (6)  to  (16)  are  without  prejudice  to  any powers  of  the 
Supreme Court in respect of proceedings before it.

(18) In this section—

(a) ‘appeal’ includes a cross-appeal or request to vary an order under 
appeal,

‘party’ includes a notice party or a party permitted by the Supreme 
Court to intervene in proceedings,

(b) a reference to an ‘interlocutory application’ includes a reference to 
an  application  which  may be  made  under  any enactment  to  the 
Supreme Court in criminal proceedings concerning the grant of a 
certificate of entitlement to legal aid.”,”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 44
10. In page 32, to delete line 24.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

11. In page 32, line 42, after “person.”,” to insert “and”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

12. In page 32, after line 42, to insert the following:

“(iv) by the insertion of the following subsections after subsection (3):

“(4) Where on or after the establishment day—

(a) an appeal before the Supreme Court is subsequently determinable 
by the Court of Appeal pursuant to a direction given under Article 
64.3.1° of the Constitution or an order made under Article 64.4.1° 
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[SECTION 44]

of the Constitution, or

(b) an application to the Supreme Court seeking leave to appeal against 
a decision of the High Court is refused by the Supreme Court and 
an appeal against the decision of the High Court is subsequently 
brought to the Court of Appeal,

and a legal aid (Supreme Court) certificate was granted in respect of 
the person the subject of the appeal referred to in paragraph (a) or the 
application referred to in paragraph (b), as the case may be, a legal aid 
(appeal) certificate or a legal aid (case stated appeal) certificate, as the 
case may be, shall be deemed to have been granted in respect of the 
person in relation to the proceedings before the Court of Appeal.

(5) In this section “the establishment day” has the same meaning as it has 
in section 2 of the Court of Appeal Act 2014.”,”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

13. In page 33, line 5, to delete “application” and substitute “appeal”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 46
14. In page 33, between lines 17 and 18, to insert the following:

“Amendment of section 34 of Criminal Procedure Act 1967 
46. Section 34 of the Criminal Procedure Act 1967 is amended—

(a) in subsection (1), by the substitution of “may, without prejudice to the verdict or 
decision in favour of the accused person, refer a question of law arising during 
the trial to the Court of Appeal for determination or, in the case of a person who 
is  tried on indictment  in  the  Central  Criminal  Court,  make application  to  the 
Supreme Court under Article 34.5.4° of the Constitution to refer a question of law 
arising during the trial to it for determination” for “may, without prejudice to the 
verdict or decision in favour of the accused person, refer a question of law arising 
during the trial to the Supreme Court for determination”,

(b) in subsection (2),  by the substitution of “the Court of  Appeal  or the Supreme 
Court, as the case may be,” for “the Supreme Court”,

(c) in subsection (3),  by the substitution of “the Court of  Appeal  or the Supreme 
Court, as the case may be,” for “the Supreme Court”,

(d) in subsection (4), by the substitution of “The Court of Appeal or the Supreme 
Court, as the case may be,” for “The Supreme Court”,

(e) in subsection (5), by the substitution of—

(i) “The Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court, as the case may be,” for “The 
Supreme Court”, and

(ii) “referred to in this section” for “under this section”,
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[SECTION 46]

(f) by the substitution of the following subsection for subsection (6)—

“(6) If  the  acquitted  person  wishes  to  be  represented  in  proceedings 
referred to in this section before the Court of Appeal or the Supreme 
Court, as the case may be, and a legal aid (appeal) certificate, or as the 
case may be, a legal aid (Supreme Court) certificate, is granted under 
subsection (7) or is deemed to have been granted under subsection (8), 
he  or  she  shall  be  entitled  to  free  legal  aid  in  the  preparation  and 
presentation of  any argument  that  he  or  she wishes  to  make to  the 
Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court, as the case may be, and to have 
a solicitor and counsel assigned to him or her for that purpose in the 
manner  prescribed  by regulations  under  section  10  of  the  Criminal 
Justice (Legal Aid) Act 1962.”,

(g) by the substitution of the following subsection for subsection (7):

“(7) The acquitted person may, in relation to proceedings referred to in this 
section, apply for a legal aid (appeal) certificate to the Court of Appeal 
or a legal aid (Supreme Court) certificate to the Supreme Court, as the 
case may be, either—

(a) by letter to the registrar of the Court of Appeal or, as the case may 
be, the registrar of the Supreme Court, setting out the facts of the 
case and the grounds of the application, or

(b) to the Court of Appeal, or the Supreme Court,  itself, as the case 
may be,

and the Court concerned shall grant the certificate if (but only if) it 
appears to the Court that the means of the person are insufficient to 
enable him or her to obtain legal aid.”,

(h) in subsection (8), by the substitution of—

(i) “a legal aid (appeal) certificate or a legal aid (Supreme Court) certificate, as 
the case may be,” for “a legal aid (Supreme Court) certificate”, and

(ii) “referred to in” for “under this”,

and

(i) in subsection (9), by the insertion of “, ‘legal aid (appeal) certificate’ ” after “ 
‘legal aid (Supreme Court) certificate’ ”.”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 49
15. In page 35, between lines 8 and 9, to insert the following:

“Amendment of section 4 of Criminal Justice Act 1993 
49. Section  4  of  the  Criminal  Justice  Act  1993 is  amended  by  the  substitution  of  the 

following subsection for subsection (2):
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[SECTION 49]

“(2) Where an application has been made to the Court  of  Appeal  under 
section 2—

(a) a legal aid (appeal) certificate shall be deemed for the purposes of 
the Criminal Justice (Legal Aid) Act 1962 to have been granted in 
respect  of  the  person  whose  sentence  is  the  subject  of  the 
application, and

(b) the person shall be entitled to free legal aid in the preparation and 
conduct of his or her case before the Court of Appeal and to have a 
solicitor and counsel assigned to him or her for that purpose in the 
manner prescribed by regulations under section 10 of that Act.”.”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 56
16. In page 37, between lines 17 and 18, to insert the following:

“Amendment of Jurisdiction of Courts and Enforcement of Judgments Act 1998
56. The Jurisdiction of Courts and Enforcement of Judgments Act 1998 is amended—

(a) in the First Schedule, by the substitution—

(i) in Article 37(2) of the English text, of “in Ireland, by an appeal on a point of 
law to the Court of Appeal,” for “in Ireland, by an appeal on a point of law to 
the Supreme Court,”,

(ii) in Article 37(2) of the Irish text, of “in Éirinn, trí achomharc ar phointe dlí 
chuig an gCúirt  Achomhairc;” for “in Éirinn, trí  achomharc ar phointe dlí 
chuig an gCúirt Uachtarach;”,

(iii) in Article 41 of the English text, of “in Ireland, by an appeal on a point of 
law to the Court of Appeal,” for “in Ireland, by an appeal on a point of law to 
the Supreme Court,”, and

(iv) in Article 41 of the Irish text,  of  “in Éirinn,  trí  achomharc ar  phointe dlí 
chuig an gCúirt  Achomhairc;” for “in Éirinn, trí  achomharc ar phointe dlí 
chuig an gCúirt Uachtarach;”,

and

(b) in the Tenth Schedule (inserted by section 1(b) of the Jurisdiction of Courts and 
Enforcement  of  Judgments  (Amendment)  Act  2012),  by  the  substitution,  in 
Annex IV, of “in Ireland: an appeal on a point of law to the Court of Appeal,” for 
“in Ireland: an appeal on a point of law to the Supreme Court,”.”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 60
Section proposed to be deleted.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.
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[SECTION 62]

SECTION 62
17. In page 40, between lines 10 and 11, to insert the following:

“Amendment of Criminal Law (Insanity) Act 2006
62. The Criminal Law (Insanity) Act 2006 is amended—

(a) in section 7, by the deletion of subsection (5), and

(b) in Schedule 1, in paragraph 2, by the insertion of “, Court of Appeal” after “High 
Court”.”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

18. In page 40, between lines 10 and 11, to insert the following:

“Amendment of section 181 of Criminal Justice Act 2006
63. Section 181(4) of the  Criminal Justice Act 2006 is amended by the substitution of the 

following paragraph for paragraph (c):

“(c) in relation to proceedings before the Central Criminal Court, to a 
judge of the Court of Appeal,”.”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 66
19. In page 42, between lines 18 and 19, to insert the following:

“Amendment of Criminal Procedure Act 2010
66. The Criminal Procedure Act 2010 is amended—

(a) in section 2(1), by the insertion of the following definition:

“ ‘legal aid (appeal) certificate’ has the meaning it has in the Act of 
1962;”,

(b) in section 23—

(i) by the substitution, in subsection (1), for “may, subject to subsection (3) and 
section 24,  appeal  the  acquittal  in  respect  of  the  offence  concerned on a 
question of law to the Supreme Court” of “may, subject to subsection (3) and 
section 24,  appeal  the  acquittal  in  respect  of  the  offence  concerned on a 
question of law to—

(I) the Court of Appeal, or

(II) in the case of a person who is tried on indictment in the Central Criminal 
Court, the Court of Appeal or the Supreme Court under Article 34.5.4° 
of the Constitution”,

(ii) by the substitution of the following subsection for subsection (2):

“(2) Where a person’s conviction of an offence on indictment is quashed on 
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[SECTION 66]

appeal by the Court of Appeal and the Court makes no order for the re-
trial of the person in respect of the offence, the Director, if he or she is 
the prosecuting authority in the trial, or the Attorney General, as may 
be appropriate, may, subject to subsection (3) and section 24, appeal 
the  decision  of  the  Court  of  Appeal  not  to  order  a  re-trial  of  the 
offence concerned on a question of law to the Supreme Court under 
Article 34.5.3° of the Constitution.”,

(iii) in subsection (3)—

(I) by the substitution of “An appeal referred to in this section” for “An 
appeal under this section”,

(II) by the substitution of the following paragraph for paragraph (a):

“(a) a ruling was made by a court—

(i) during the course of a trial referred to in subsection (1), or

(ii) during the hearing of an appeal referred to in subsection (2),

which erroneously excluded compelling evidence, or”,

(iv) by the substitution of the following subsection for subsection (4):

“(4) An appeal referred to in this section shall  be made on notice to the 
person who is the subject of the appeal within 28 days or such longer 
period not exceeding 56 days as—

(a) in the case of an appeal referred to in subsection (1), the Court of 
Appeal or the Supreme Court, as the case may be, or

(b) in the case of an appeal referred to in subsection (2), the Supreme 
Court,

may, on application to it  in that behalf, determine, from the day on 
which the person was acquitted or the conviction was quashed, as the 
case may be.”,

(v) in subsection (5), by the substitution of “the Supreme Court or the Court of 
Appeal, as the case may be,” for “the Supreme Court”,

(vi) in subsection (6), by the substitution of “For the purposes of considering an 
appeal referred to in this section the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeal, 
as the case may be,” for “For the purposes of considering an appeal under 
this section the Supreme Court”,

(vii) in subsection (7), by the substitution of “The Supreme Court or the Court of 
Appeal, as the case may be, shall assign counsel to argue in support of the 
acquittal referred to in subsection (1) or the decision not to order a re-trial 
referred to in subsection (2), as the case may be, if” for “The Supreme Court 
shall  assign  counsel  to  argue  in  support  of  the  acquittal  referred  to  in 
subsection (1) or the decision of the Court of Criminal Appeal not to order a 
re-trial referred to in subsection (2), as the case may be, if”,
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(viii) by the substitution of the following subsection for subsection (8):

“(8) Where an appeal referred to in this section has been made to the Court 
of Appeal or the Supreme Court and a legal aid (appeal) certificate or, 
as the case may be, a legal aid (Supreme Court) certificate, is granted 
under subsection (9), or deemed to have been granted under subsection 
(10), in respect of the person who is the subject of the appeal, he or 
she shall be entitled to free legal aid in the preparation and conduct of 
any argument that he or she wishes to make to the Court of Appeal or 
the Supreme Court, as the case may be, and to have a solicitor and 
counsel  assigned  to  him  or  her  for  that  purpose  in  the  manner 
prescribed by regulations under section 10 of the Act of 1962.”,

(ix) by the substitution of the following subsection for subsection (9):

“(9) The person may,  in relation to an appeal referred to in this section, 
apply for a legal aid (appeal) certificate to the Court of Appeal or a 
legal aid (Supreme Court) certificate to the Supreme Court, as the case 
may be, either—

(a) by letter to the registrar of the Court of Appeal or, as the case may 
be, the registrar of the Supreme Court, setting out the facts of the 
case and the grounds of the application, or

(b) to the Court of Appeal, or the Supreme Court,  itself, as the case 
may be,

and the Court concerned shall grant the certificate if (but only if) it 
appears to the Court that the means of the person are insufficient to 
enable him or her to obtain legal aid.”,

(x) in subsection (10)—

(I) by the substitution of “a legal aid (Supreme Court) certificate or a legal 
aid (appeal) certificate, as the case may be,” for “a legal aid (Supreme 
Court) certificate”, and

(II) by the substitution of “in relation to an appeal referred to in this section” 
for “in relation to the proceedings under this section”,

(xi) in subsection (11)—

(I) by the substitution of “On hearing an appeal referred to in subsection (1) 
the Court of Appeal may” for “On hearing an appeal under this section 
the Supreme Court may”,

(II) in paragraph (a)—

(A) by the deletion of “or reverse the decision of the Court of Criminal 
Appeal, as the case may be,”, and

(B) in subparagraph (i) by the substitution of “subsection (3)(a)(i) or (b)” 
for “subsection (3)(a) or (3)(b)”,
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and

(III) in  paragraph (b),  by the  deletion of  “or  the  decision of  the  Court  of 
Criminal Appeal, as the case may be”,

(xii) by the insertion of the following subsection after subsection (11):

“(11A) On hearing an appeal referred to in this section, the Supreme Court 
may—

(a) quash the acquittal or reverse the decision of the Court of Appeal, 
as  the  case  may be,  and  order  the  person  to  be  re-tried  for  the 
offence concerned if it is satisfied—

(i) that the requirements of subsection (3)(a) or (b), as the case may 
be, are met, and

(ii) that, having regard to the matters referred to in subsection (12), 
it is, in all the circumstances, in the interests of justice to do so,

or

(b) if it is not so satisfied, affirm the acquittal or the decision of the 
Court of Appeal, as the case may be.”,

(xiii) in subsection (12), by the substitution of “In determining whether to make an 
order under paragraph (a) of subsection (11) or (11A), the Court of Appeal or 
the  Supreme Court,  as  the  case  may be,”  for  “In determining whether  to 
make an order under subsection (11)(a), the Supreme Court”, and

(xiv) in subsection (13)—

(I) by the substitution,  in paragraph (a),  of  “The Court  of  Appeal  or  the 
Supreme Court, as the case may be,” for “The Supreme Court”, and

(II) by the  substitution,  in  paragraph (b),  of  “the  Court  of  Appeal  or  the 
Supreme Court, as the case may be,” for “the Supreme Court”,

(c) in section 25—

(i) by the substitution, in subsection (2), of “the Court of Appeal or the Supreme 
Court, as the case may be,” for “the Supreme Court”, and

(ii) by  the  substitution,  in  subsection  (3),  of  “The  Court  of  Appeal  or  the 
Supreme Court, as the case may be,” for “The Supreme Court”,

and

(d) in section 26—

(i) by the substitution, in subsection (2), of “the Court of Appeal or the Supreme 
Court, as the case may be,” for “the Supreme Court”, and

(ii) by the substitution, in subsection (3), of “A legal aid (appeal) certificate or a 
legal  aid  (Supreme  Court)  certificate”  for  “A legal  aid  (Supreme  Court) 
certificate”.”.
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[SECTION 66]

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 68
20. In page 43, between lines 16 and 17, to insert the following:

“(4) The reference in Annex IV to Council Regulation (EC) No. 44/2001 of 22 December 
20001 on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgment in civil and 
commercial matters, to “in Ireland, an appeal on a point of law to the Supreme Court” 
shall,  without  prejudice  to  Article  34.5.4°  of  the  Constitution,  be  construed  as  a 
reference to “in Ireland, an appeal on a point of law to the Court of Appeal”, unless 
the context otherwise requires.”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 69
21. In page 43, to delete lines 23 and 24 and substitute the following:

“the High Court, or as the case may be, the Supreme Court—

(a) shall  be  construed  as  being  without  prejudice  to  Article  34.5.4°  of  the 
Constitution, and

(b) in respect of a reference in that regard to the “Supreme Court”, shall be construed 
as a reference to the Court of Appeal unless the context otherwise requires.”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 71
22. In page 43, line 31, to delete “section 68” and substitute “section 72”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

SECTION 72
23. In page 44, line 2, to delete “an appeal to it that has been” and substitute “any proceedings 

before it that have been”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

24. In page 44, line 4, to delete “has been heard” and substitute “heard”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

25. In page 44, line 5,  to delete “appellate jurisdiction in respect  of the appeal” and substitute 
“jurisdiction in respect of the proceedings”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

26. In page 44, lines 6 and 7, to delete “that appeal” and substitute “those proceedings”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

27. In page 44, line 8, to delete “an appeal to it that has been” and substitute “any proceedings 
before it that have been”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

1 OJ No. L12, 16.1.2001, p.1
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[SECTION 72]

28. In page 44, line 10, to delete “has been heard” and substitute “heard”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

29. In page 44, line 11, to delete “appellate jurisdiction in respect of the appeal” and substitute 
“jurisdiction in respect of the proceedings”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

30. In page 44, line 13, to delete “that appeal” and substitute “those proceedings”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

31. In page 44, to delete lines 14 and 15 and substitute the following:

“(3) Nothing in this Act shall operate to affect the application of section 14 of the Courts-
Martial Appeals Act 1983 in respect of a determination of the Courts-Martial Appeal 
Court made—

(a) before the establishment day, or

(b) in  the  case  of  proceedings  referred  to  in  subsection  (2),  on  or  after  the 
establishment day.”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

32. In page 44, line 16, to delete “an appeal” and substitute “proceedings”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

33. In page 44, line 19, to delete “appeal” where it firstly occurs and substitute “proceedings”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

34. In page 44, line 19, to delete “appeal is” and substitute “proceedings are”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

35. In page 44, line 20, to delete “court of Criminal Appeal” and substitute “Court of Criminal 
Appeal”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

36. In page 44, line 21, to delete “in the matter” and substitute “relating to proceedings”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

37. In page 44, line 23, after “application” to insert “, procedural application or motion”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

38. In page 44, line 24, to delete “an appeal which is” and substitute “proceedings which are”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

39. In page 44, line 26, to delete “appeal” and substitute “proceedings”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.
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[SECTION 72]

40. In page 44, between lines 28 and 29, to insert the following:

“(5) Where an order has been made by the Supreme Court in relation to an interlocutory 
application,  procedural  application  or  motion  concerning  an  appeal  which  is 
subsequently determinable by the Court of Appeal pursuant to a direction given under 
Article  64.3.1° of  the  Constitution or  an order  made  under  Article  64.4.1°  of  the 
Constitution, the order shall be binding on the Court of Appeal in respect of the issue 
which is the subject of the appeal.

(6) Subsection (5) is without prejudice to any change of circumstance which may warrant 
a variation in the terms of the order referred to in that subsection.”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

TITLE
 41. In page 7, line 8, to delete “that court, and” and substitute the following:

“that court; to provide that the Supreme Court may, in certain circumstances, hear 
certain applications made to it in respect of decisions of the Court of Appeal or the High 
Court otherwise than with an oral hearing; to provide that the Chief Justice or the 
President of the Court of Appeal may issue directions in relation to the conduct of 
appeals or applications made to the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeal; to make 
provision in relation to the conduct of proceedings before those courts;”.

—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.

 42. In page 7, to delete line 11, and substitute the following:

“repeal of certain enactments; and to provide for related matters.”.
—An tAire Dlí agus Cirt agus Comhionannais.
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